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Harbor Group Consulting Launches High Street Valuations  

Insurance advisory firm launches new platform providing insurance valuations 

The insurance advisory firm Harbor Group Consulting LLC has announced the formation of High Street 
Valuations LLC, a company specializing in providing insurable values for commercial real estate 
properties ranging from single properties to large portfolios. While market value appraisal companies 
include insurable value as an added service, High Street Valuations is one of the only in the industry with 
an extensive database and unique experience to place a singular focus on this important offering. 

 “When we realized the lack of focus on insurable value, we saw an opportunity to create a more viable 
solution for clients,” said Michael Liebowitz, CEO of Harbor Group Consulting. “High Street allows us to 
do just that through our attention to detail, unique methodology and dedication to ensuring high-quality 
service and client satisfaction.”  

High Street Valuations is a valuation platform for banks, lenders, property owners and property 
management companies that assesses costs to replace buildings, quality additions and mechanicals. The 
High Street team combines proprietary data, unique experience and highly complex algorithms, 
developing an innovative process to ensure accuracy and minimize clients’ exposure. 

“For all stakeholders, it is essential to manage the risk and exposure due to unforeseen circumstances,” 
added Liebowitz. “At High Street Valuations, our focus is on ensuring our clients have the most accurate 
valuations in order to mitigate their risk as much as possible.” 

### 

About Harbor Group Consulting 

Harbor Group is a leading insurance consultancy providing advisory services on commercial real estate, 
corporate & leveraged finance and M&A transactions on behalf of lenders, business development 
companies, investment banks, real estate companies, and specialty finance firms. Founded in 1995 by 
Michael S. Liebowitz, Harbor Group’s offices are strategically located in New York, New Jersey, Miami 
and San Francisco to serve clients in the U.S. and around the globe. For more information, visit 
www.harborgroupconsulting.com.  

 
About High Street Valuations  

Founded in 2018 by insurance advisory firm Harbor Group Consulting, High Street Valuations specializes 
in providing insurable values for commercial real estate properties ranging from a single property to 
large portfolios. High Street works with banks, lenders, property owners and property management 
companies. Its insurable values reports assess the costs to replace buildings, quality additions, and 
mechanicals by combining our proprietary data, unique experience and highly complex algorithms to 
ensure accuracy and minimizing client exposure. For more information, visit www.hvaluations.com.   
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